
Bryant questions Jones' defense on final shot  

 

By Chris Vivlamore 

Kobe Bryant questioned the defense of Dahntay Jones, which left the Lakers star with severely 

sprained left ankle, in the closing seconds of the Hawks’ 96-92 victory Wednesday night. 

According to team officials, Bryant is out indefinitely. 

Jones was guarding Bryant when he missed a potential game-tying baseline jump shot with 2.6 

seconds remaining. Bryant turned his ankle when he landed and stayed down on the court for 

several minutes. He was eventually helped to the locker room 

“I think officials really need to protect shooters,” Bryant told reporters following the game. “You 

can contest shots, but you can’t walk underneath players, that’s dangerous for the shooter. 

“…I’m always conscious of it. When I go to contest shots I’m always very conscious about 

making sure I don’t walk underneath them. It’s just a very, very dangerous play. Especially if 

I’m fading away, there’s no rhyme or reason why I should come down anywhere near 

somebody’s foot.” 

At the end of his interview, Bryant added: “I can’t get my mind past the fact that I got to wait a 

year to get revenge.” 

Bryant later turned to Twitter to express his concern that he was undercut by Jones: 

"#dangerousplay that should have been called. Period.” 

Jones sent out several Tweets of his own following the game. 

* “Tape doesn’t lie. Ankle was turned on the floor after the leg kick out that knocked him off 

balance. I would never try to hurt the man” 

* “Leg kick that makes contact with a defensive player is an offense foul. Period. The nba 

changed that rule 2 yrs ago. Stop it!” 

* “I have the utmost respect for @kobebryant I would never try to intentionally hurt him. Just 

wanted to contest the fadeaway #thatsall” 

There is a history between Bryant and Jones dating back to the 2009 Western Conference finals. 

Jones, playing for the Nuggets, was called for a flagrant foul for tripping Bryant. 

Jones also referenced that series in a Tweet Wednesday: “Now what happened in 09’ I am not 

proud of but it was a heated playoff series with a championship on the line” 



Jones drew the primary assignment of guarding Bryant Wednesday. Bryant finished with 31 

points, 28 coming in the second half, on 11 of 33 shooting. 

“There is never going to be a situation where you stop him but you try to make him take tough 

shots,” Jones told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution immediately after the game, before Bryant’s 

comments. “I made him take the shots that we wanted him to take, seeing a lot of challenged 

hands. Just make it tough and wear him down a little bit.” 

 


